HEARINGS AND CONFERENCES

Language in Board Orders directs automatic revocations, suspensions or temporary suspensions when licensees or applicants violate existing Orders of the Board. Listed below are licensees or applicants with suspensions, revocations or temporary suspensions, after the September, 2006 Board Meetings. The Subsequent Action taken due to non-compliance by the licensee of an existing Board Order changes the licensure status which may be listed for a licensee or applicant with the September, 2006 Board Hearings or Conferences, which follow the Subsequent Actions list.

In addition, other suspensions of licenses occur in compliance with Statute 59 O.S. § 567.17.1 of the Oklahoma Nursing Practice Act, when a nurse defaults on a contract with the Peer Assistance Program – the nurse impaired program of the Oklahoma Board of Nursing. A suspension letter is issued, and no Order is entered until the matter is heard by the Oklahoma Board of Nursing.

SUBSEQUENT ACTIONS

License Revoked for Five (5) Years with Conditions
Starks, Dana Gay Owen, LPN       L0027832
Truel, Elizabeth Ann Corbo Holland, RN       R0064183

License Revoked for Three (3) Years with Conditions
Boswell, Adrianna Arlean, RN       R0074611

License Revoked for Two (2) Years with Conditions
Brislane, Angela Charlene Garrison, LPN       L0028226
Chuculate, Donyal Ann Hendricks, RN       R0075711
Copeland, Jamie Lynn, LPN       L0048416
Henslee, Brenda Kay Smith, LPN       L0023631
Ogungbuyi, Ayodele Oluwafemi, LPN       L0042381
Stover, Jacqueline Ernestine Marshall, LPN       L0033897
Woodral, Jannette Charlene Rodgers, RN       R0070351
Wright, Melanie Lynn Campbell, RN       R0077933

License Revoked for Two (2) Years with Conditions
Miller, Jason Quin, LPN       L0049801

Lift Temporary Suspension and License Revoked for Two (2) Years with Conditions
Bowers, Shawna Sue Schrader, LPn       L0053275

License Placed on Suspension with Conditions
Anderson, Shirley Jean Carter, LPN       L0040105
Lee, Diana Lynn Parker, LPN       L0039343
Mast, Tina JoAnne Walker, LPN       L0043198
Theiss, Sydney Lynn Shippy, RN       R0063305
License Placed on Suspension Per Statute, Pending Hearing
Foley, Renae Lois Hedrick, RN R0057799
Kearney, Marilyn Fay, LPN L0047736
Sutton, Jo Ann Scott, LPN L0043065

SEPTEMBER 2006 BOARD HEARINGS OR CONFERENCES

In accordance with the Oklahoma Nursing Practice Act (ONPA) and the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act, the Oklahoma Board of Nursing took the following action after individual hearings and conferences in September, 2006, and actions taken in compliance with Statute 59 O.S. § 567.17.1 of the ONPA.

Temporary Suspension Lifted and License Revoked for Five (5) Years with Conditions
Skinner, Richard Dale, rn R0068258

Suspension Lifted and License Revoked for Two (2) Years with Conditions
Eagle, Charlotte Ann Eagle King Coulter Whittet, lpn L0021289

Voluntary Surrender Accepted with Conditions
Golden, Angela Deane, LPN L0042271
Jeffery, Sharolyn Beatrice Tiry, RN R0026387
Judd, Jo Lene Decker Fox, lpn L0021748

License Placed on Temporary Suspension Pending Board Hearing
McEver, Danielle Jasmine Smith, LPN L0047595
Rush, Lesa Gail, RN R0070797

Temporary Suspension Lifted and License Placed on Inactive Status with Conditions
Nathan, Michael Meyer, rn R0071836

Application for Reinstatement Granted. Application to write the NCLEX-RN Examination Granted. RN and/or LPN License Placed on Probation with Conditions and a Severe Reprimand - "Restricted"
Roberts, Diane Elizabeth Daniel, lpn L0047446

Application for Reinstatement Granted and License Placed on Probation with Conditions - "Restricted"
McCorkle, Doris Jean Constant, lpn L0005680
Richardson, Amber Lane, lpn L0047973
Summer, Debra LaDeen Summer Cournoyer, rn R0075950

Application for Reinstatement Granted with Conditions and a Severe Reprimand
Davis, Martha Ann Herndon, rn R0053292
Pratt, Laura Elizabeth, rn R0043549

*Licensee has had a subsequent action.
Application for Reinstatement of License with Advanced Practice Recognition Denied with Conditions
Bigby, Peggy Jane Ottinger, rn, arnp R0050135

License Placed on Probation with Conditions and a Severe Reprimand - "Restricted"
Rayburn, James Nicholas, RN R0079132
Thweatt, Carol Ann Minadeo, RN R0058441
Uplinger, Charlena Kay Uplinger Laska, LPN L0046217

License Placed on Probation with Conditions - "Restricted"
Gray, Frances Elizabeth Wade, LPN L0039965
Yutterman, Ramona Lee Frisella, RN R0058558

Request to Amend Granted. License to Remain Temporarily Suspended.
Freeman, Lisa Marlene Sales, lpn L0046496

Request to Amend Granted. License to Remain on Probation.
Tramel, Matthew Dean, LPN L0046403

Request to Amend Granted. License to Remain in Effect with Conditions.
Baugh, Jared Matthew, RN R0066266
Kanmore, Vickie Ann Stanley, LPN L0035167
Love, Ecle Estelle Robinson, RN R0065441
Murray, Connie Sue Scism Perry Eschelman, RN R0039549
Spurgeon, Carol Lynn Thomas, LPN L0035525
Zenker, Karen Lynn Tully Fransen, LPN L0050464

License to Remain in Effect with Conditions and a Severe Reprimand
Chadwell, Cathryn Rene’ Champlain, LPN L0049620
Deere, Alene Leslie, LPN L0014497
Hale, Marsha Raye Cross McKinzy Sanders, RN R0046567
Jackson, Monica Alaine, LPN L0042116
McNeal, Cheryl Ann Miller Irving, LPN L0038654
Payne, Sandra Kay, RN R0067486
Peters, Trudy Ann Ales Rider, RN R0046743
Rusk, James Wesley, RN R0072048
Salazar, Patricia Lee Simon, RN R0070311
Zokari, Sunday Ariwa, LPN L0050995

License to Remain in Effect with Conditions and a Reprimand
Early, Keisha Meshell, LPN L0051327
Goad, Nancy Nadine Jenkins Myers, LPN L0020789
Harrington, Judith Annette Shirley, RN R0062260
Haynie, Lena Faye Rose, LPN L0046582
Hepner, Samantha Kaye Peck Johnson, LPN L0049275
Moore, Melanie Kay Stansell, RN R0073876

*Licensee has had a subsequent action.
License to Remain in Effect with Conditions and a Reprimand
Newell, Carlene Faye Dallmann, LPN                          L0051302
Sizemore, Paula Jean Miner, RN                          R0030784
Weldon, Misty Gail Adams, RN                              R0071111

License to Remain in Effect with Conditions
Morse, Suwanna (NMN) Leepemas, RN                                           R0042092

License Placed on TemporarySuspension Pending Acceptance into the Peer Assistance Program with Conditions and a Reprimand
Dooley, David Bryant, RN                                              R0061655

License Placed on TemporarySuspension Pending Acceptance into the Peer Assistance Program with Conditions
Byrd, Effie Dale, LPN                                              L0045034

License Placed on TemporarySuspension Pending Acceptance into the Peer Assistance Program
Bishline, Janet Kay Blevins Lokey, LPN                          L0012542
Christian, Shelley Ann Adams, RN                                R0044207
*Chuculate, Donyal Ann Hendricks, RN                             R0075711
Jones, Maureen Lynn Hodson, RN                                   R0029326
Lowe, Ami Michelle Wooten, RN                                     R0069477
Pearce, Jolene Elizabeth, LPN                                     L0041489
Riddle, Shannon Dawn, LPN                                       L0042800
Shore, Tonya Dee McCormick, RN                                    R0065335
White, Denise Renee Guinn, LPN                                   L0047352
Wilson, Samantha Faye Shuford, RN                                R0076188

License Remains Temporarily Suspended Pending Acceptance into the Peer Assistance Program
Richardson, Gerri Lynn Roden McElroy, lpn                        L0048741

License Remains on Suspension Pending Acceptance into the Peer Assistance Program. Application for Reinstatement Granted upon Acceptance into the Peer Assistance Program.
Stacy, Darcy Suzanne, lpn                                         L0043896

Application for Reinstatement Granted and Respondent’s License Placed on Temporary Suspension Pending Acceptance into the Peer Assistance Program
Lewis, Misty Dawn Barnes Link, lpn                                L0029799

LPN License Remains in Effect. Application to Write the NCLEX-RN Granted with Conditions and a Severe Reprimand Placed on License.
Rice, Cynthia Rae Horsechief, LPN, NCLEX-RN Applicant              L0045093

*Licensee has had a subsequent action.
LPN License Remains in Effect with Conditions and a Severe Reprimand. Application to Write the NCLEX-RN Granted
Shook, Dustin Wayne, LPN

LPN License Remains in Effect. Application to Write the NCLEX-RN Granted with Conditions and a Reprimand Placed on License.
Sweetin, Brittany Lee, LPN, NCLEX-RN Applicant

Application to Write the NCLEX-RN Examination Granted with Conditions and a Severe Reprimand
Ramos, Shannon Jolene, NCLEX-RN Applicant

Application to Write the NCLEX-PN Examination Granted with Conditions and a Severe Reprimand
Ponce, Andreanna Marie, NCLEX-PN Applicant

Application to Write the NCLEX-PN Examination Granted. Upon Issuance, License Placed on Temporary Suspension Pending Acceptance into the Peer Assistance Program with Conditions and a Severe Reprimand.
Young, Shayla Kristen, NCLEX-PN Applicant

Application for Licensure by Endorsement Denied
Felder, Sharon Delores Bell, LPN-Endorsement Applicant

Application for Licensure by Endorsement Granted. Upon Issuance, License Placed on Inactive Status with Conditions and a Severe Reprimand.
Scott, Linda Gay Daves, RN-Endorsement Applicant

Application for Licensure by Endorsement Granted with Conditions. Upon Issuance, License Placed on Temporary Suspension Pending Acceptance into the Peer Assistance Program.
Stillwell, Andrea Rachelle, LPN-Endorsement Applicant

Application for Licensure by Endorsement Granted. Upon Issuance, License Placed on Temporary Suspension Pending Acceptance into the Peer Assistance Program.
*Bowers, Shawna Sue Schrader, LPN-Endorsement Applicant

Application for Licensure by Endorsement Granted with Conditions and a Severe Reprimand
Eby, Judith Anne Beck Ballard, RN-Endorsement Applicant
Hickey, Diane Kay, RN-Endorsement Applicant
Kaune, Karen Marie Kilkelly, RN-Endorsement Applicant

Application for Licensure by Endorsement Granted with Conditions
Carlson, Jami Ann, RN-Endorsement Applicant

*Licensee has had a subsequent action.
Terms of Probation Completed
Arce, Melissa Ann Gorham, LPN                             L0039665
Browning, Julia Camille Homesley, RN                          R0052747
Harper, Donald Allen, LPN        L0027185
Hudson, Marta Kay Curtis, RN                              R0066935

Terms of Probation Completed
Lopez, Jennifer Evette, LPN          L0050492
Reeder, Kimberly June Russell McCarty, RN               R0075872
Whitney, Melody Jean Bratcher, RN                              R0078170

Terms of Order Completed
Beaver, Jenean Ann Kachurka, RN                             R0036182
Campbell, Beverly Anne Cowley, RN                                    R0068940
Clemons, Deanne Janeen McCarrell, LPN                        L0048183
Dunn, Charles Mack, LPN           L0029546
Duvall, Shelia Gay, LPN              L0044020
Forinash, Teresa Rachelle, LPN                             L0047801
Fritz, Desiree Denise Steddum Simmons Witte, LPN      L0024552
Gonzalez-Verdicchio, Kasey Kay, RN                               R0074530
Graber, Mary Suzan Green Bowly Ownbey, RN                     R0044269
Gray, Dianna Kay Contway, LPN                             L0029010
Greeff, Sheila Gwenn McNaught, LPN                         L0044755
Green, Judy Ann Ward, LPN         L00402423
Handley, Henry Rice, RN           R0041084
Hempel, Sandra Kay Carson, LPN                               L0048226
Hooper, Nancy Rose Leslie, LPN                                L0040442
Keener, Chasity Lynn, LPN                                    L0051077
Lawson, Susan (NMN) Johnson, LPN                              L0037394
McNeill, Debra Annette Odom, LPN                              L0011441
Phillips, Brandy Ann Jenkins, LPN                             L0042311
Russell, Heather Jeanette North, LPN                          L0044590
Shamblin, Jason Raymond, LPN                                L0035223
Sowell, Christine Florence Atwell, LPN                        L0015597
Sullivan, Candace Ruth, RN                                   R0080858
Swenson, Carolyn Yvonne Swenson Hudson Tackett, RN           R0060436
Tarwater, Karen Lynn Rogers, RN                                R0082816
Teets, Michelle Elaine Rife, LPN                               L0046147
Thompson, Cheryl Jeannette Unruh, RN                         R0037438

*Licensee has had a subsequent action.